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Hello Commissioner Tim Echols, 
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[External_Sender] An Old -time Nuclear Construction Strategy: the "Freeze" 

You need to read ""Was 'Unbuildable' Design Nuke Project's Undoing?" on page 16 in the September 4/11, 2017 issue of 
" ENR, Engineering News-Record" for a couple of eye-opening (to me) problems at the South Carolina job. 

First off, the only thing I disagree with in the article is the comment that the original designers should have allowed extra 
margin for changes to be made later during construction. In an ideal world, (or, at least, a cost conscious one), 
construction should not, (cannot afford to) start, until each piece of work is completely designed . Apparently in South 
Carolina, making design changes was accepted and also a very expensive way of life. This is especially hard for me to 
accept since we have been hearing about the APlOOO being a "standard plant." How "standard" is something that is 
constantly changing? And how serious a need is any proposed change if they are planning to start up an APlOOO plant or 
two in China this year with the design they already had? 

The Freeze 

Well, there was a solution to this problem a long time ago. It is "the Freeze". A knowledgeable contractor, (such as 
Stone & Webster or, my favorite, United Engineers & ConstructorsL makes this statement to the design engineering 
firm : "After so and so date, the design will be considered frozen and no more changes will be accepted." We called this 
the Freeze. 

I have not heard the freeze date mentioned in news article writing about Shaw, about CB&I, about Westinghouse, or 
Fluor either at Vogtle. 

An Attitude 

I have just a little more time this morning so let me just say that these quoted words from an ironworker of 25 years say 
a lot: 

"We had to tear up more rebar and throw away more steel than any project I've ever been on/' "Waste because of the 
changes was like nothing I've seen, but the attitude was that the project had unlimited money." ...... (there is a little more) 

Does such an attitude exist at Vogtle? (I hope not.) 

Thank you, 

Tom 
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